ABSTRACT. We consider closed, unbounded linear operators A, on a Banach space, X, with discrete real spectrum, with corresponding eigenvectors, {zfcfîfooi such that Axk = akxk, ak < ak^-i, for all k, and lim^^-j-oo \aiç\ = oo. For arbitrary n, we present necessary and sufficient conditions for A to be Cscalar.
ABSTRACT. We consider closed, unbounded linear operators A, on a Banach space, X, with discrete real spectrum, with corresponding eigenvectors, {zfcfîfooi such that Axk = akxk, ak < ak^-i, for all k, and lim^^-j-oo \aiç\ = oo. For arbitrary n, we present necessary and sufficient conditions for A to be Cscalar.
Letting F(s) be the projection whose range is the spaxi{xk\ak is between 0 and s}, null-space is the closure of span{zfc| ak is not between 0 and s}, we show that A is C'-scalar if and only if the series E<p(F(ak)x) (--) and V <p(F(ak)x)
both converge absolutely, for all <p in X*, I in X. As a corollary, we get that id/dx, on {/ in C[0, l]|/(0) = /(l)}, is C'-scalar. Also, id/dx, on L^O, 1], is C'-scalar.
Introduction. We consider closed linear operators, A, with eigenvectors {xk}kL-00, sucri that Axk = akxk, and D = span{xfc} is dense (see Standing Hypotheses 4). Here, the functional calculus, / -► f(A), is algebraically clear, at least on D, A bounded operator is Cn-scalar if it has a functional calculus for functions with n continuous derivatives (see Definitions 2 and 3). An operator on a reflexive Banach space is C°-scalar if and only if it's a scalar-type spectral operator (see [4, Theorem 6 .10]). A thorough analysis of C™-scalar operators appears in [5] . An operator with real spectrum is well bounded if it has a functional calculus for absolutely continuous functions. See [4, Part 5] , for basic material on well-bounded operators. A more general functional calculus appears in [2] . These concepts are extended to unbounded operators in [7] .
It is well known that the operator id/dx, on Lp\0,1], is a scalar-type spectral operator if and only if p = 2. When 1 < p < oo, the operator is well-bounded (see [1, (4. 47)]). These facts are equivalent to the fact that, when 1 < p < oo, the Fourier series of any function, /, in Lp, converges to / in Lp, with unconditional convergence guaranteed only when p = 2. We show that id/dx, on C[0,1] or L1 [0,1], is C1-scalar (Corollaries 15, 16). Our most general result is Theorem 11, giving, for arbitrary n, necessary and sufficient conditions for an operator satisfying Standing Hypotheses 4, as in the Abstract, to be C"-scalar. For n = 1, Corollary 13 gives a more workable characterization, which is used to prove Corollaries 15 and 16.
We are indebted to William Bade for introducing us to the subject of the title of our paper.
All operators are linear, on a Banach space, usually labelled X. X* will be the adjoint of X, and B(X) will be the space of all bounded linear operators from X to itself. STANDING HYPOTHESES 4. Throughout this paper, A will be a closed operator with discrete real spectrum, with corresponding eigenvectors {xk}kL_00, Axkakxk, with lim.fc^±oo |ajt| = oo, ak < ak+i, for all A;, and span{xfc}^:_00, dense. Note that, when f(t) = tk, f((r -A)'1) = (r -A)~k. In order to state our most general result (Theorem 11), we need some more terminology. PROOF. Let r be a real number in the resolvent of A. Let 1/6 be the distance from r to the spectrum of A (so that the spectrum of (r -A)-1 is contained in [-6,6] ).
Suppose A is C"-scalar. Then (r -A) 1 is C"-scalar on [-6,6 ] (see Definitions 3 and 2). This implies that, for any ip in X*, x in X, there exists a unique signed measure mVtX such that for all / in Cq [-6,6 ] (see Definition 1),
J\s-r\>l/b \r-sJ By Lemma 10, mv^x = T™E<pyX, whenever x is in D (see Definition 5) . Let G be an arbitrary bounded Borel subset of the real line. Define operators R and S by tp(Rx) = mv<x(G), ip(Sx) = (T?EptX)(G), for <p in X*, x in X.
By Lemma 10, Sx = Rx, for all x in D. Since G is bounded, S and R are bounded operators; since D is dense, S = R.
It follows that, for any <p in X*, x in X, the total variation of T?E<ptX equals the total variation of mVtX, which is finite, as desired. Let f(k) = f0* f(t)elktdt/2'K, the kth Fourier coefficient of /. For any / in X, we have £fc=o f(k)xk if n > 0, -£*i«/(*)** tf»<0.
Thus, if we define Dn by I -Efcin^, n<0,
we have F(n)f = / * 7?", the convolution of / with 7)n, so that ||P(n)|| < ||Dn||i, which can be shown to be 0(log |n|). (See [6, p. 47] , for an almost identical kernel.) Since £^Li(logn)(l/n -l/(n + 1)) converges, A is C7x-scalar, by Corollary 14. The same argument gives the following.
COROLLARY 16. The operator id/dx, on Ll[0,l\, isC1-scalar.
F(n)f = ,
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